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JUMPERS 
By Daniel Fishbayn 

 
SETTING: 
A modest, two-bedroom apartment on the third floor of a triplex in Toronto. 
It is early spring, present day. 

 
CAST: 
ROBERTS, mid-20s, a British dandy straight out of the Roaring Twenties 
STRIPLEY, mid-20s, Roberts’s boyhood friend and roommate, albeit not 
quite as ‘dandy’ of a personality as Roberts  
ALEX, mid-20s, a nice Jewish girl from Toronto  
 
 
PRODUCTION NOTES: 
 
The stage setup is comprised of: 
 
At centre stage, a basic living room combo straight out of the Ikea 
catalogue, with a grey sofa, a wooden coffee table, and off to the side, two 
grey sofa chairs set up on either side of a square table.  
 
Upstage, a bare-bones kitchenette with a rectangular table at its centre. On 
the wall near the table, a rectangular window looking out on the street. At 
stage right, a door leading to the main stairwell, and at the opposite stage 
left, two doors leading, respectively, to the two bedrooms. 
 
This play contains an excerpt from: 
 
“See Me Dance The Polka,” music by Jerome Kern, lyrics by George 
Grossmith, from the musical The Cabaret Girl (1921) 
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TEASER 
 
The living room of a simple apartment in Toronto. Mid-afternoon in Spring. 
 
ROBERTS sits on a large armchair, reading the newspaper and smoking a pipe. STRIPLEY sits 
at a nearby tea table, pensively staring at a chessboard. Every thirty seconds or so, he makes 
his move, stands up, and sits down on the opposite side. 
 
Roberts takes a puff of his pipe. He removes it and scans through his spectacles an article in 
the newspaper he is reading. 
 
Roberts: Mmmm. 
 
Stripley, focused on his chess game, either doesn’t hear Roberts’s murmur or doesn’t care. 
Roberts glances at Stripley, clearly wanting his attention. 
 
Roberts: (Louder) MMMmmm. 
 
Stripley addresses Roberts without looking away from the chessboard. 
 
Stripley: What are you ‘MMm-ing’ about over there? 
 
Roberts is silent. Stripley shakes his head in annoyance. 
 
A beat. 
 
Roberts: MMMMmmm-- 
 
Stripley: (Sitting up) ALRIGHT, old boy. You’ve got it now. 
 
Roberts looks over at Stripley innocently. 
 
Roberts: (Feigning ignorance) What’s that, comrade? 
 
Stripley: My attention. You’ve got it. 
 
Roberts: OH. Well, I’ve just read the most GHASTLY account of another murder that’s taken 
place at Chapel Street last night. No suspect as of yet, but the details of the case are positively 
stirring. It seems our mystery man had an accomplice in the form of a songbird—a “pretty young 
girl of seventeen or eighteen” who, at seven fity-two last evening, called at the door of one Mrs. 
Kentworth in Chapel Street and swiftly dove into a rendition of the H.M.S. Pinafore. While the 
lady and her housekeepers were  the thief pried open a French window at back, ascended to 
the master bedroom, and waited there for Mrs. Kentworth to retire. When Mr. Kentworth 
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returned from the accounting firm that evening, he found his wife dead on the floor of the master 
bathroom.  
 
He checks Stripley’s reaction: unimpressed. He reads further. 
 
Roberts: Her person appeared at first glance to be untouched, yet upon further inspection, her 
neck showed marks of suffocation. AND--and this is the real hummer--two of her cuticles, 
missing on the left hand. The index and the ring. Extraordinary, is that not? 
 
Stripley: Not. 
 
Roberts: Not extraordinary?  
 
Stripley: That’s an old murder, and you’re reading the Globe and Mail. 
 
Roberts checks the front of the newspaper, confused. 
 
Roberts: Oh. (Deflated.) A drag, that is. 
 
 
SCENE ONE 
 
An apartment in Toronto in early evening.  
 
STRIPLEY sits on a sofa chair, sipping scotch from a tumbler, poring over the chessboard on 
the table in front of him. After a few moments, he very slowly picks up a white rook and 
advances it. He then stands up, sits down in the opposite sofa chair, and fixates on the 
chessboard once again. 
 
He sips from his tumbler, and loses his concentration—his glass is empty. He moves swiftly to 
the liquor trolley. After filling his glass about a quarter-way, he picks it up, eyeballs it, and then, 
unsatisfied, fills it to around the halfway mark. A split-second later, he is back in the sofa chair, 
poring over the chessboard again. 
 
Just as he reaches for his piece, a voice comes echoing from through the apartment door, 
singing an old showtune. 
 
ROBERTS: (Singing) On the small Cotillion / unsuited to the million / I will not waste a word…. 
 
The door opens and ROBERTS enters wearing a black pinstripe suit, his broad black tie 
undone. He sees Stripley at his chess table and points to him emphatically. 
 
ROBERTS: (Singing) You should see me dance the Polka / You should see me cover the 
ground / You should see my coat-tails flying, As I jump my partner round! 
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STRIPLEY: Stop it. 
 
Stripley gets up in agitation as Roberts takes off his coat and shoes. 
 
ROBERTS: (Ignoring him) When the band commences playing / My feet begin to go… 
 
STRIPLEY: Stop it, I said. 
 
ROBERTS: For a rollicking, romping Polka / Is the jolliest fun I know!  
 
Roberts takes a deep breath for the second verse. 
 
ROBERTS: (Even louder) Well I’ve danced it in the ballroom-- 
 
STRIPLEY: ROBERTS! 
 
This gets Roberts’s attention.  
 
STRIPLEY: What the hell is all this singing about, then? 
 
ROBERTS: Pour one for me old chap, for I’ve been invited! 
 
STRIPLEY: (Sourly) What? 
 
ROBERTS: (Singing and dancing balletically) I’ve been invited, I’ve been invited. 
 
Stripley stands in his way.  
 
STRIPLEY: Invited to what. 
 
ROBERTS: Why, to a soirée of course!  
 
Roberts dances into his room.  
 
ROBERTS: (Picking up where he left off) Oh, I've danced it in the ballroom / and then would 
dance it still… 
 
STRIPLEY: What soirée? Where? 
 
ROBERTS: (Calling from his room) In the Kensington district. It seems Jeremy from my 
workplace is hosting a number of our co-workers at his flat, and that I am invited to join them 
this very evening.   
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Stripley goes to Roberts’ door and calls in to him. 
 
STRIPLEY: Jeremy? From the coffee shop? 
 
ROBERTS: The same.  
 
STRIPLEY: Are you certain? 
 
ROBERTS: (Ignoring him) Finally, I’ve got a reason to dress up. 
 
Roberts, now wearing green wool suit pants, rushes back through the doorway excitedly, 
making Stripley stumble backwards.  
 
ROBERTS: (Humming the melody to himself) Da-da da-da, da-da-da… 
 
Roberts walks to the coat rack and puts on a green tweed jacket that matches his pants. 
Stripley goes to sit on the sofa chair that faces the doorway. He sips his scotch and stares at 
Roberts, who in turn checks his appearance in the wall mirror.  
 
STRIPLEY: Bollocks. 
 
Roberts pauses for a moment, glances at Stripley behind him in the mirror, then goes back to 
adjusting his tie. 
 
STRIPLEY: (Laughs.) He must think you’re quite a novelty, then. 
 
ROBERTS: (Barely listening) Novelty? 
 
STRIPLEY: He wants to show you off to his friends. Don’t go, Roberts. 
 
ROBERTS: Nonsense. 
 
STRIPLEY: I’m trying to help you, Roberts. Save you the embarrassment. Don’t go. 
 
Stripley gets in the way of Roberts as the latter tries to get to the door.  
 
STRIPLEY: Roberts. Listen to me. 
 
ROBERTS: I’ve really struck a nasty chord in you, haven’t I.  
 
STRIPLEY: What? I said, I am trying to-- 
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ROBERTS: (Cutting him off) What would you have me do? Sit on my hands across from you, 
staring at the ceiling, praying to be released from your presence every weekend night until the 
End of Days? 
 
STRIPLEY: I didn’t-- 
 
ROBERTS: (Continuous) Yes, yes I see it now. I’ll sit right here on the sofa, reading the Evening 
Standard in my head, watching you quietly wage a war with your liver while staring at your 
beloved chessboard.  
 
STRIPLEY: Shut up. 
 
ROBERTS: And I’ll not blink an eye when, having noticed your arsenal running low, you return 
from your second excursion to the LCBO that day, carrying enough ammunition to sink a bloody 
battleship. 
 
STRIPLEY: Shut up, SHUT UP! 
 
ROBERTS: And on that rarest of occasions, when you don pen and ink and begin the latest 
sketch of your muse… 
 
STRIPLEY: SHUT IT RIGHT NOW, OR I’LL MAKE YOU PAY, ROBERTS. 
 
The two stand in silence, staring intensely at each other for a moment. 
 
ROBERTS: Your shading is off, by the way. 
 
Stripley drops his tumbler and ATTACKS Roberts, grabbing him by the throat as the two tumble 
onto the couch. 
 
ROBERTS: (Breathlessly) Stripley… you’re killing me… 
 
Roberts manages to get his foot underneath Stripley’s stomach, and KICKS OUT at full force. 
Stripley is knocked off the couch and all the way to the chessboard table, where he collapses. 
The pieces go flying everywhere. Stripley groans in pain, winded on the ground.   
 
Roberts gets up and, watching Stripley, goes to pour himself a scotch. As he takes a sip, he 
touches his now-reddened neck. 
 
ROBERTS: No choking when we roughhouse. That’s bad form, and you know it. 
 
Stripley groans in pain again. Roberts turns to check his neck in the mirror. Noticing Roberts 
turned away, Stripley rises and lunges toward him again.  
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Roberts, preempting this, spins and THROWS HIS SCOTCH in Stripley’s face. It gets him right 
in the eye, and Stripley cries out and keels over in pain once again. He settles with his face 
down on the table where the chessboard sat. 
 
ROBERTS: (Shaking his head) Very, very bad form. (Checking his neck in the mirror) I shall 
need a scarf now. 
 
Roberts walks to the door and puts on a gray silk scarf. He dons a black overcoat and a black 
bowler hat, and steps into the doorway. 
 
ROBERTS: You needn’t leave the light on for me. My telephone device has a torchlight built-in. 
 
He lingers for a moment, then walks out briskly and closes the door firmly behind him. 
 
Stripley gets up, slowly, and goes to the window. He brushes the curtain aside, and watches 
Roberts cross the street. 
 
Fade out. Music in. 
 
END OF SCENE ONE. 
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SCENE TWO  
 
SETTING: The same. It is two in the morning. 
 
The door opens on a pitch-black apartment. Stumbling in are two figures, backlit only by the 
moonlight in the window. They are ROBERTS and ALEX, making out passionately. They are 
both drunk. 
 
Roberts stumbles across the room with Alex, their lips locked together, and they collapse onto 
the sofa, laughing. 
 
ROBERTS: Bloody Christ, my hair is powdered.  
 
Alex: (Laughing) What? 
 
ROBERTS: How shall I explain? I am tight. Topheaded. Bory-eyed. Dopy, dizzy, dazed, and 
muddled. I’ve more sail than ballast. I am over the bay. In a word, I am drunk. 
 
They stare at each other for a moment, both swaying.  
 
Alex: You fucking weirdo. I love it.  
 
She grabs him by the lapel and looks over his apparel. 
 
Alex: This fucking suit is amazing. I have a satin corset at home, you know. A real vintage one, I 
mean, from the Twenties... (Shyly) I think you know what I’m getting at. 
 
FLASH. The overhead light goes on, and STRIPLEY is standing in his bedroom doorway.  
 
Roberts and Alex groan in annoyance at the sudden burst of light.  
 
ROBERTS: Stripley! Turn it off, lad! 
 
Stripley takes a few steps inside. He stumbles, still clearly in a state of drunken bitterness. 
 
STRIPLEY: I couldn’t sleep with the racket. 
 
ROBERTS: Off, Stripley! 
 
STRIPLEY: I couldn’t sleep, so I thought I’d come and see what the fuss was about. 
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ROBERTS: Stripley, you bloody idiot. Turn off that light and go to bed, or I’ll-- 
 
STRIPLEY: (Unimpressed) You’ll what? 
 
ROBERTS: I’ll knock your bloody eye out, that’s what. 
 
Stripley doesn’t flinch. He looks at Alex, who is sitting confused on the floor. 
 
STRIPLEY: He hasn’t told you, has he? 
 
ROBERTS: (Flabbergasted) Stripley! 
 
ALEX: Told me what? 
 
Stripley walks in calmly and sits on the sofa chair next to the chessboard, on which the pieces 
have been restored to their correct positions. He speaks slowly and with sneering disgust aimed 
at Stripley. 
 
STRIPLEY: The gaudy period attire. The glib, fancy speech of an Edwardian bachelor. The 
coiffed honey curls of a young British dandy devoted to his way of life. You’ve seen his type 
before in stage plays, and style magazines, and in popular film.  
 
Stripley rises, circles around Roberts as if showing him off to Alex. 
 
STRIPLEY: But there is something about this specimen… this connoisseur of the 1920s… that 
is altogether too real. His vintage green suit has only a year of wear on it. His speech is affected 
and strange, but effortless in its consistency. And his coiffed honey curls (touching Roberts’s 
hair) are greased with a brand of pomade that has not been manufactured since the Second 
World War.  
 
Alex, now tense, stands up. 
 
ALEX: (To Roberts) What… what the fuck is this all about? 
 
ROBERTS: Stripley! (To Alex) I’ve no idea what he’s on about, bloody idiot of a roommate-- 
 
STRIPLEY: (Interrupting) It’s too late, Roberts. Can’t you see the confusion in her eyes, trying to 
comprehend something which cannot be comprehended. 
 
Roberts looks to her, his anger fading into desperation. He looks back at Stripley, then back to 
Alex, bucking up the courage in himself. 
 
ROBERTS: Alexandra, I am… I am merely a man, cast out of his own place and time, 
attempting to make the best of my circumstances. 
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ALEX: Then… what is your place and time? 
 
ROBERTS: (Grimacing) London. 1921. Piccadilly, to be specific. 
 
She lets out a pained laugh. 
 
ALEX: Okay, I think I should go-- 
 
ROBERTS: (Clutching her arm) Alex, please. I cannot have you thinking me a liar or a madman. 
Here, let me prove it to you.  
 
ALEX: You don’t need to prove anything to me… I’ve seen quite enough. Thanks. 
 
Alex begins gathering her things. Roberts scans the room frantically, then pats himself down. 
He grabs his wallet out from his coat pocket. 
 
ROBERTS: Look… here. 
 
He holds out a small booklet to Alex. She can see it out of the corner of her eye. She hesitates, 
then stops gathering her things, standing still in the middle of the room. 
 
ROBERTS: Please… just look. Look at the date. 
 
She takes the booklet and examines it.  
 
ALEX: (Shrugs, meekly) It’s a passport from 1918.  
 
ROBERTS: The photograph. 
 
Alex looks at the photo at the front, then at Roberts. She hands it back to him, overwhelmed. 
 
ROBERTS: Alex, I can only tell you the truth, and the truth is that I am a creature lost in time 
and space. The why and the how of it are as mysterious to me as they are to you. (He pauses. 
Tenderly) I would not lie to you, Alex. 
 
They stand in silence. No one seems to know what comes next. Finally, Stripley speaks. 
 
STRIPLEY: Well, this has been a treat, but I should be getting to bed. Goodnight, Roberts. 
Goodnight Alexandra. Many happy returns to you on your way out. 
 
Stripley turns to go back into his bedroom. Roberts spins towards him, his voice full of deep 
resentment. 
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ROBERTS: Bad form, Stripley. Very, very bad form, indeed. 
 
Stripley pauses for a moment at this. Then, swifty, he goes into his room and shuts the door 
behind him. 
 
Another pause. Alexandra has straightened her outfit and hair. She starts towards her handbag, 
which is on the floor near the door. 
 
ROBERTS: Please, allow me. (Goes to get the handbag.) 
 
Roberts hands her the bag.  
 
ALEX: (Quietly) Thanks. 
 
They stand face to face. Alex stares at the ground nervously. 
 
ROBERTS: I know you must think me a madman. But if we should end here… I want you to 
know that you are very dear to me, Alex. 
 
Alex is quiet. She nods slowly. 
 
ALEX: You’re dear to me too. 
 
ROBERTS: (Attempting to keep it together) I shall call you a cab. Ah, even better -- Jeremy 
showed how to use the application on my radio receiver -- I shall call you an “Uber.” 
 
She laughs. 
 
ALEX: Wait.... 
 
ROBERTS: What is it? 
 
Alex wrings her hands nervously, unable to find the words. 
 
ALEX: I can’t believe I’m saying what I’m about to say… but at least I know you’ll hear me out. 
(Pause.) Ever since I was a little girl.... I’ve had this… obsession… with the nineteen-twenties. 
It’s hard to explain… It all started with ballroom swing. I would just lie on the floor in my 
bedroom letting the music seep into my soul… and as the years went by, I only went deeper…  I 
memorized passages from The Great Gatsby and recited them in my sleep… I spent my 
evenings as a teenager watching Chaplin’s filmography in my basement… By the time 
university rolled around, I had learned how to do my makeup exactly like Lillian Gish… I bought 
vintage dresses, and went to parties hoping someone would notice… 
 
She closes her eyes. 
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ALEX: And sometimes, I dreamt of a man in a green suit. We would dance together... in some 
strange place, somewhere outside of time or space. (Opening her eyes) And then I meet you. 
Working at a fucking coffee shop. 
 
ROBERTS: Oh, Alex... 
 
Suddenly, they’re making out again, going at it like teenagers. They shuffle over to the 
lightswitch, and Roberts smacks it OFF. 
 
BLACK OUT. 
 
END OF SCENE 2. 
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SCENE 3 
 
SETTING: The same. Morning. Several weeks have passed. 
 
As before, ROBERTS is reading a newspaper in a wooden chair and smoking a pipe. 
STRIPLEY is playing chess with himself, alternating between two chairs with a wooden table in 
between them, a chessboard on top. Every minute or so, he makes his move, stands up, and 
sits down in the opposite chair. 
 
Roberts takes a puff of his pipe, and groans at something he is reading. 
 
Roberts: Trump has unleashed another Twitter tirade last night. (He sighs in exasperation.) The 
college strike continues, with no end in sight… (He smiles.) In lighter news, it seems a python in 
Florida swallowed an entire deer… an animal which weighed more than the snake itself. Isn’t 
that extraordinary, Stripley? 
 
Stripley can barely manage to speak to him. 
 
Stripley: Not. Extraordinary.  
 
Roberts: (Putting down the paper) That’s your problem, Stripley. You’ve no sense of wonder 
about the universe.  
 
Stripley: Animals swallow other animals whole every day. Just because a snake happened to 
have a particularly elastic stomach on a day where a team of zoologists happened to be 
standing by, does not make it an extraordinary event. 
 
Roberts: And what, might I ask, does qualify as extraordinary in your book? 
 
Stripley thinks for a moment. He holds up the chess piece. 
 
Stripley: Chess. 
 
Roberts: Chess? 
 
Stripley: All of life is a maddening game with no rules. One strives, one dreams of achieving 
greatness, only to be tossed back into the wind time and time again, like a child tosses a daffodil 
whose seeds have been blown. One cannot trust life to make any sense, nor to lead anywhere 
conclusive. (Holding a chess piece) But chess… chess is order. Chess is flat and balanced in a 
world of uneven ground. When the whole world is plunged in chaos and confusion, there is 
always chess. 
 
Alex is standing in the doorway of Roberts’ bedroom. 
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Alex: That was very poetic, Stripley.  
 
The two men look pleased to see her. 
 
Roberts: Ah, good morning dear. Shall I fix you some coffee? 
 
Alex: That would be lovely, darling. 
 
Roberts goes to the kitchen. Alex smirks at Stripley as she goes to take Stripley’s place on the 
couch. 
 
Alex: (To Stripley) I’m training him to become a feminist.  
 
Stipley: (Dryly) A man who is a feminist? Is that not an oxymoron? 
 
Roberts: (From within the kitchen) You really should read up on it, Stripley. The world of 
suffragettes and flappers that we knew is a relic of the past. Today women have careers as a 
rule; they are doctors, lawyers, scientists, ministers of parliament…. Anything a man can do, a 
woman can do too.  
 
Stripley: (To Alex) Did you teach him to say that? 
 
Alex: (To Stripley) No, he came up with that little spiel all on his own. He’s been practicing it in 
public too; yesterday at the grocery store, he treated the lady at the checkout counter to the 
extended version. 
 
A beat. 
 
Alex: Oh! (To Roberts) Did you tell him about the party?  
 
Roberts: (Hesitates) Tonight? No… haven’t had a chance. 
 
Alex: (Excitedly, to Stripley) We’re going to a Gatsby Garden Party tonight.  
 
Stripley: Are you now? 
 
Alex: Yes, and YOU should come with!  
 
Stripley: I don’t think-- 
 
Alex: (Overlapping) I do think, because you’ve got your costume locked down, and you’ll fit right 
in, and who knows, you might even meet a nice young lady who loves the Twenties and playing 
chess and drinking whiskey too. 
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Stripley: I think I’ll stay in.  
 
Alex: (Exasperated) Really? 
 
Stripley: Yes. Thank you. 
 
They are interrupted as Roberts brings the coffee excitedly.  
 
Roberts: (To Alex) There. Colombian fair trade dark roast, as requested. Now. Breakfast. 
(Realizing) My word, Alex, you’ve never had a proper English breakfast! 
 
Alex: No, I suppose I haven’t. 
 
Roberts: Shall I fix you bacon and eggs, and marmalade and toast? And OH, black pudding, a 
ripe grilled tomato, black tea of course... Yes, I have sold myself. Shall we have a proper 
English breakfast?  
 
Alex: Uhh, sure, but we don’t have that stuff. 
 
Roberts: Right. Then we’d better venture out to London Confectionery for supplies. It’s got to be 
authentic, darling.  
 
Roberts goes to the door and puts on his jacket and scarf. 
 
Alex: London Confectionery? That place in the West End? 
 
Roberts: It’s in Cabbagetown, darling. You’re thinking of that Scottish import place. It’s got to be 
authentically English, you see. Get your coat. 
 
Alex: (To Stripley) Is he for real? 
 
Stripley: Yes, always, unfortunately. As a general rule, the more detached he becomes from 
reality, the more real is his detachment. 
 
Alex: Why don’t you come with us, Stripley? 
 
Stripley: No, I am quite alright here. Thank you. I am tired, I will have my nap. (Getting up, 
softening) Do dress warm. It is cold today. 
 
Stripley goes to his room, leaving his sketchbook open on the coffee table. Alex notices it is 
open to a drawing of a beautiful young woman. Roberts is at the door, impatient. 
 
Roberts: Alex? We must go, darling, it is a pilgrimage. Shall we take an Uber? 
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Alex: (Distracted) I, uh, maybe, I don’t know. 
 
Roberts: (Noticing her lack of enthusiasm, deflated) You don’t want a proper English breakfast. 
 
Alex snaps out of it. She gets up and goes to Roberts at the door. 
 
Alex: No no, yes it sounds lovely. I just… I’m so sluggish in the mornings, darling. Do you 
suppose we could have it tomorrow? Oh no, I’m working… Sunday? 
 
Roberts: Sunday is ages from now. No, it’s got to be today. I’ll go, then. It’s no bother.  
 
Alex: … Are you sure? 
 
Roberts: Absolutely, dear. Better this way, really, I shall surprise you with all that I bring back. 
 
Alex: Okay.  
 
She kisses Roberts, and he swings the door open, calling out heroically as he exits. 
 
Roberts: Thus, a pilgrim I become! Onward, to England! (Sings in mock hymnal) And did those 
feet… In ancient times... Walk upon England’s mountains gree-e-e-en. And was the holy… 
Lamb of God… On England’s pleasant pastures see-e-e-en... 
 
Roberts’ voice trails off as he exits down the stairs in the main corridor.  
 
Alex closes the door slowly. She goes to Stripley’s door, and knocks. 
 
Stripley: (Inside) I’m not at home. 
 
Alex: Stripley… Why don’t you come out here and chat. 
 
Stripley: I am not interested. Thank you! 
 
Alex: Stripley-- 
 
Stripley: (Cutting her off) THANK you! 
 
A pause. She thinks. 
 
Alex: Well, the thing is, Stripley, I was wondering if you wanted to play chess with me. 
 
There is silence from within. Then, a rustling of sheets. The door swings open, and Stripley 
scrutinizes her incredulously. 
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Stripley: What’s your gambit, Alexandra? 
 
Alex: No game. I just want to whoop your ass. I’ve been playing since I was like six.  
 
Stripley fixes his glasses and composes himself. He clears his throat. 
 
Stripley: Yes. Alright. One game. 
 
He strides over to the chessboard with restrained excitement. 
 
Stripley: Black or white? 
 
Alex: Black. I don’t mean to disrupt your game, by the way. 
 
Stripley: What? 
 
Alex: (Pointing to the board) You were attacking with white. Checkmate in three moves, it looks 
like. 
 
Stripley: (Quietly impressed) Oh. Yes. Don’t worry, it’s an old game. A classic match, from a 
book on Steinitz I read. 
 
Alex: You know, you should really read up on some of the new masters. The game has been 
reinvented twenty times over in the past century. 
 
Stripley: I… I didn’t know. I shall do some reading. (Glancing up from the board) Thanks. 
 
Alex: No problem.  
 
The board is now set up to begin. 
 
Alex: After you. 
 
Stripley looks up, ruffled. Alex smiles slyly.  
 
(In the interest of sparing the audience, though sacrificing some realism, the following chess 
moves occur in rapid succession) 
 
Stripley advances his pawn to open the game. Alex responds quickly. Stripley flanks right with 
another pawn. Alex advances a knight. Stripley advances a bishop. Alex blocks his bishop with 
a pawn. Stripley reroutes his bishop forward. Alex advances her own bishop.  
 
Stripley’s bishop takes a pawn and threatens her knight. Alex seems not to notice and advances 
her rook. Stripley prepares an ambush, advancing his pawn as protection. Alex advances her 
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rook. Stripley’s bishop takes the knight. It is now poised to put Alex in check. He glances up at 
her with a slight grin, but she seems unfazed.  
 
Seemingly out of nowhere, Alex jumps her second bishop across the board, landing it two 
squares away diagonally from Stripley’s king. 
 
Alex: Check. 
 
Stripley’s air of confidence vanishes. He jerks forward, studying the table. Alex smiles cheekily. 
 
Alex: I never much cared for Steinitz’s style. Too aggressive. 
 
Stripley: (Curtly) Is that so. 
 
Stripley goes to move a pawn to get out of check. He is about to touch it, but sees something 
else and hesitates. He looks to his knight, but hesitates before touching it. He studies the table 
further, trying unsuccessfully to conceal his panic.  
 
Finally, he chooses the pawn. Alex immediately advances her knight.  
 
Alex: Check. 
 
Stripley glances up at her in shock, then back to the board. He goes back to his calculations, his 
panic still simmering. Finally, he retreats his bishop to break the check. 
 
Alex: That’ll hold me off… for now. 
 
Alex retreats her bishop. 
 
Stripley: Might I remind you, a check does not a checkmate entail. 
 
Stripley now studies the board, determined to find a way to tilt the game in his favor. Alex is 
relaxed, watching Stripley’s face carefully. 
 
Alex: I liked your drawing, by the way. 
 
Stripley: What drawing. 
 
Alex: On the table. You left your sketchbook open.  
 
Stripley looks up in surprise, then quickly collects himself. 
 
Stripley: Oh, that. Just... scribbles. 
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Alex: Who’s the girl? 
 
Stripley: Her? Oh, someone I knew. Someone from the old days. 
 
Alex: Just… someone? 
 
Stripley doesn’t answer.  
 
A beat.  
 
Stripley: I’m going to fix myself a scotch. Would you like one. 
 
Alex: Scotch before noon? How Hemingway-esque. 
 
Stripley: Hemingway, who is Hemingway? 
 
Alex: Um… Nevermind. 
 
Stripley pours his scotch, then goes to sit again. 
 
Stripley: I know what you are doing, Alex. 
 
Alex: What am I doing? 
 
Stripley: Wearing me down. Opening me up. You’d like to peer inside my soul, wouldn’t you? 
 
Alex: Oh come on, that’s a little melodramatic. 
 
Stripley: Melodrama is my bread and butter, dear. It’s all I have left. Melodrama, and chess. 
 
Alex: Speaking of which… (Gestures toward chessboard) 
 
Stripley: I don’t want to play anymore. Not with you. 
 
Alex: What did I do? 
 
Stripley: You attempted to get through to me. In my book, that is a cardinal sin. 
 
A beat.  
 
Stripley: I’ll take that nap now. Good morning.  
 
Alex, bemused, watches him get up and retreat toward his bedroom. 
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Alex: Hey, let’s play again sometime? 
 
Stripley: (Turning) Play again? My dear, the game is not over. 
 
Alex: Sure it is. You just forfeited.  
 
Stripley: No… no. I have postponed the match due to a gross violation of my personal privacy. 
 
Alex: I don’t agree to those terms. 
 
Stripley: That is most unfortunate. 
 
Alex: Alright. Well, as far as I’m concerned Stripley, I beat you. That’s how we play… in my 
book. 
 
Stripley turns, hesitates, almost speaks, then tries to leave again. He can’t handle the damage 
to his pride.  
 
Stripley: This is... bollocks. (Glancing at her.) BULLSHIT. 
 
Infuriated, he returns to the table and scans the board. 
 
Stripley: (Muttering) Bollocks. Bollocks. 
 
He moves his rook into an open lane. Alex moves her knight laterally. He moves a pawn to 
threaten her bishop. A flurry of quick moves follow. She takes a pawn. He takes the bishop. She 
takes a rook. The queens emerge on either side. Her rook is pinned, and she retreats. He 
attacks with his queen.  
 
Stripley: Check. 
 
Her king is forced to flee. He pursues with his queen. 
 
Stripley: Check. Again. 
 
This time she blocks with a bishop. He takes the bishop with his queen. 
 
Stripley: Check. 
 
Alex: Sorry buddy. 
 
Again out of nowhere, she drags a rook from the other end of the board… and captures his 
queen.  
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Stripley: No. 
 
He grabs the sides of the board in outrage, processing what just happened. He stands up and 
smacks his head repeatedly. 
 
Stripley: How could I be so BLOODY stupid. Fuck! Pardon my language. Fuck! 
 
He crouches down in anguish and holds his head in his hands. 
 
Alex: It’s your move. 
 
Stripley slowly gets up and returns to the table, devastated.  
 
He retreats his bishop to protect his king. She advances her rook. Another flurry of moves, this 
time at an off-kilter pace as Stripley can barely manage to keep up with her rapid attacks. She 
takes a knight with her queen, then moves in on his king. 
 
Alex: Check. 
 
Stripley is forced to protect with his remaining rook. She takes the rook. Another back-and-forth;  
and she is clearly readying her final assault, but he seems powerless to stop it. The board is 
now a wave of black pieces led by the black queen, closing in on the white king.  
 
Alex: Check.  
 
Stripley moves his king. She follows with her queen, herding him into a corner with the help of 
her rook. 
 
Alex: Check. 
 
Stripley tests each potential move with his king. Finally, he sighs deeply, picks up his king, and 
holds it out to Alex. 
 
Stripley: Well done. I offer you my forfeit.  
 
Alex: What? 
 
Stripley: You have me in three moves. 
 
Alex: I know…. But I didn’t expect this. 
 
Stripley: Do you accept? 
 
Alex: Do I accept?  
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She seems to be mulling it over in her head.  
 
Stripley: … For God’s sake Alex! 
 
Alex: I want you to tell me something first. 
 
She gets up, collecting her thoughts. She sits down again on the couch. Stripley sits watching 
her helplessly. 
 
Alex: Do you remember the night we first met… when I came in with Roberts, and you walked in 
on us. 
 
Stripley: Of course. 
 
Alex: What happened between us… the way you outed Roberts to try and get me out… the 
venom in your words…. You remember that all? 
 
Stripley: ...Yes. 
 
She sits facing him now. He is still in his chair, facing away from her. 
 
Alex: Why?… Why did you want to… break me, like that? What did I do to deserve that kind of 
treatment? 
 
A silence. 
 
Alex: You can’t at least dignify me with an answer? 
 
Stripley: I, I don’t know. I do not dislike you, Alex…. (Forcing it out of himself) But I know I was 
rotten to you. And I am sorry.  
 
A long pause. 
 
Stripley: Threatened. I think that is the word. I have felt threatened by you.  
 
Alex: I threaten you?  
 
Stripley: Yes. You see… I meant it when I said that I had only two things left.  
 
Alex: Melodrama and chess. 
 
Stripley: You’ve just taken the latter. But actually, I lied, because I had already lost the former. 
You see, I lost the only melodrama I had left the night you showed up.  
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Alex: I… took it? 
 
Stripley: Not it. Him. 
 
Alex: Roberts? 
 
Stripley: He is the only one. 
 
Alex: You’re upset because I got in the way of your melodramatic fights with Roberts? 
 
Stripley: It is different when one has lost everything... everything but one’s dearest friend. And 
when one’s soul is so broken that one can only engage with people at a distance, one begins to 
feel that a fight is one’s only chance to feel a connection with another person. In light of that, is it 
so absurd that one should be jealous of the woman who took one’s only friend? 
 
Alex: Stripley, I didn’t take Roberts from you. 
 
Stripley: No, not yet, not entirely. But day by day, he is slipping. He sees your warmth, your 
brightness; and he sees my cold, menacing, broken heart. He is going towards the light. It is 
only natural. 
 
Alex: Stripley, Roberts isn’t trying to abandon you. Maybe if you could just open up a little more-
- 
 
Stripley: But I can’t, you see. That is why I am here, and you are there, and I will only sink 
deeper and deeper into myself, while you will grow, and feel love, and spread yourself in the 
world. 
 
Alex: You seem quite firm in that belief. 
 
Stripley: I am certain of it. 
 
Alex: And so, what? You’re just gonna waste away? Just, lie in your bed drinking scotch and 
cursing the universe, until you finally knock yourself right out of existence? 
 
Stripley: I would not be the first to carry out such a mission. 
 
Alex: Stripley… 
 
A beat. They sit in silence. Stripley notices his sketchbook on the table, and swiftly moves to 
pick it up. Alex watches him. 
 
Alex: What was her name? 
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Stripley stops and glares at her. Then his face softens. 
 
Stripley: Susan.  
 
Alex: Susan. Like the eldest Pevensie sister. 
 
Stripley: Who? 
 
Alex: Nevermind. So… where is she now? 
 
Stripley sits down on the table.  
 
Stripley: Where, you ask? To me, she is everywhere. In my thoughts; on the walls of my 
bedchamber; in every word I speak. I have seen her folding blouses in a store window on 
Queen Street; I have felt her cold breath on my neck, passing through a dark tunnel on the 
underground train; I have sat with her on a bench in Hyde Park, and watched her pretty eyes 
and her impossible smile as she gazes at the passersby; I have felt her ruby lips press against 
mine… only to wake up in a cold sweat in my bed, alone. 
 
Alex: How long were you together? 
 
Stripley: I’m afraid I don’t see how that is relevant. Our love would have lasted a lifetime, had I 
not been cursed with this... affliction, this living death. You have no idea what it is to be cast out 
of one’s own place and time, Alexandra. 
 
Alex: Are we talking, months, years? 
 
Stripley looks at her uncomfortably. 
 
Stripley: You must understand--time was not time between us! But if you must have scientific 
accuracy… it was twenty-four days between when we first confessed our feelings to one 
another, and, er… the jump. 
 
Alex: So, three and a half weeks. You knew this girl for three-and-a-half weeks. 
 
Stripley: No, no. Susan and I had known each other for all our lives. She was a family friend, 
you see.  
 
Alex: So, what changed?  
 
Stripley: Why, she came back, is what changed. She departed for Italy when she was only 
twelve--it was a boarding school for girls that her parents were fond of, I forget the name--and 
from there attended college in America for several years. And then, one fine summer day, there 
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she was at a family function, a beautiful young lady. We fell madly in love. My parents were 
pleased. I was preparing to ask for her hand; an engagement party was planned. And then… 
gone. All gone, in an instant. 
 
Alex: Jesus.  
 
Stripley: Now do you see, Alexandra? Do you see why one might drown his sorrows in whiskey 
and old chess books when one knows with certainty that, a century ago in a city across the sea, 
a brilliant romance and a life of happiness decayed, slowly, in one’s absence, and finally died a 
cruel and ignominious death? 
 
Alex: But… how do you know? 
 
Stripley: How do I know? One does not need to dig up the past in order to discover what one 
already knows. Liar! Deserter! Womaniser most foul! These are the epithets reserved for those 
who jump through time and leave their loved ones behind, without so much as a polite letter of 
notice.  
 
Alex: No, I mean… how do you know you would have been happy? With her, with this life you 
had planned out. How do you know? 
 
Stripley struggles to come up with a poetic answer. 
 
Stripley: There is no rational explanation for love... one simply knows it.  
 
Alex: Oh, does one? (A beat.) Let me ask you something. Did you ever feel similarly about 
anyone else, before Susan? 
 
Stripley: Before Susan? How could I! 
 
Alex: Really? If you go back and really search your memory, you can’t think of one person who 
you felt you were in love with? 
 
Stripley: Well…. Of course there were other girls that caught my attention. But nothing ever 
came of those, those conceits.  
 
Alex: Why not? Did you try? 
 
Stripley: Of course I tried, or at least considered. But you must understand that I was a 
melancholy and cerebral young man. I held the world at a distance. Many girls found me 
repulsive, and with others the passion faded soon after our meeting. 
 
Alex: The passion faded? What does that mean? 
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Stripley: To put it bluntly, I lost interest.  
 
Alex: So, what you’re telling me is, you were interested in many girls from a distance, but 
generally didn’t reveal how you felt about them or try to connect with them. And when you did, 
you invariably realized that they weren’t the person you had fantasized about in your head. 
 
Stripley gets up, shaking his head. 
 
Stripley: That is a rather coarse assessment-- 
 
Alex: What am I missing? 
 
Stripley: I…. look, I understand what you are trying to say. But what Susan and I shared was 
unique. I knew--I know--I will never find a love so pure again. 
 
Alex: See, there you go again with those absolute statements. You act like you’ve got some kind 
of crystal ball that can see the future, but... sorry buddy, that’s not how life works.  
 
Stripley: (Frustrated) Tell me then, Alexandra, how does life work? When you look at me, what 
exactly is it that you see? 
 
Alex: Based on what you’ve told me, I think you’re a relatively young man who took a long time 
to be ready for some commitment. And when you finally had a mutual connection with someone 
that felt right, you put everything into that connection. So of course, when all of it went away, it 
felt like you had lost everything. But that belief has blinded you to what is right in front of you. 
 
Stripley: Which is? 
 
Alex: (Shrugs) Life.  
 
Stripley: Life. 
 
Alex: Human connection. New experiences. Art that moves you. The things that make life worth 
living. You know what I mean. You could be so much happier if you could move on from this, 
Stripley. 
 
Stripley: You imagine me embracing my new life, then. Like Roberts. 
 
Alex: Not like Roberts. Like yourself.  
 
Stripley: Hm. 
 
A beat. 
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Alexandra gets up.  
 
Alex: I do know what it is to feel like you belong in another time and place. Not in the same way 
as you, but I get it. Still, that’s no excuse to be condescending and cruel, particularly towards 
women. I hope you can see that.  
 
Stripley: Yes. You’re right. I’ll… I’ll do better. 
 
She goes over Stripley, who watches her in slight confusion. She embraces him in a hug. He is 
frozen for a moment, and then awkwardly reciprocates. 
 
Alex: And it’s not true that Roberts is your only friend. Okay? 
 
Stripley: Yes. Thank you. 
 
Alex: Don’t thank me. Just, don’t be an asshole. 
 
Stripley: Yes…. Thank--.... yes. 
 
A beat. The hug concludes. 
 
Alex: Now if you’ll excuse me, I need to pee like a motherfucker. Also I stink, so I need to 
shower. 
 
She pats him on the back, then strides toward the bathroom. 
 
Alex: The things coffee does to my bladder! 
 
She shuts the bathroom door, and we hear the muffled sound of peeing. Moments later, there is 
the sound of the shower turning on. 
 
Meanwhile, Stripley looks completely at a loss. His face becomes angry. He goes to the liquor 
trolley and grabs the scotch to refill his empty cup. He raises it to his glass, but hesitates. He 
puts it down with his glass.  
 
He is swelling up with emotion. He storms back to the couch and sits forward with his head in 
his hands. His sketchbook sits on the coffee table in front of him. He lifts it, looks at the first 
page. He flips it to the next page. Then flips it again. He keeps flipping, the pain on his face 
growing.  
 
Something in one of the sketches gets to him. 
 
Stripley: Ohhhh! 
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He breaks down into tears. He puts the sketchbook back on the table and buries his head in his 
hands. 
 
He lets it out. Big, heavy sobs.  
 
After a few moments, the sobs become less intense. Finally, his emotions seem to be fading. 
He takes a deep breath in through his nose. 
 
He looks around at the apartment.  
 
Stripley: (To himself) How dreary. How familiar. 
 
He gets up and walks to the vanity mirror next to the door. He runs his hand through his hair, 
combing it with his hand. He stops suddenly, and looks to the ceiling. 
 
Stripley: How did that verse go? 
 
He takes a light coat from the coat rack and pulls it on over his collared shirt and plaid trousers.  
 
Stripley: (Recites) We have lingered… er... (Hesitates, then remembers.) We have lingered in 
the chambers of the sea… 
 
He removes his loafers and puts on a pair of brown leather shoes.  
 
Stripley: ...By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown...  
 
He opens the door to the apartment, and stands in the doorway. 
 
Stripley: ....Till human voices wake us, and we drown. 
 
He walks through the door, and pulls it closed behind him. 
 
BLACKOUT. 
 
THE END. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


